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Abstract
The paper gives eight specific examples of the way Arabian, specifically Omani, culture impacts the learning environment. Teachers are encouraged to explain their own understandings on such classroom issues as lateness, cheating, class participation and asking questions in order to avoid possible misunderstandings. In addition, the author promotes cultural understanding and adjustments to create a positive atmosphere so that teachers and students can concentrate on education.

Introduction
	Most teachers in Arabia have encountered ‘culture gaps’ in the classroom. An Indian teacher confronted with a dialog on Halloween. A Saudi teacher confronted with a dialog about “the postman delivering mail to the house.” A Canadian teacher confronting a chapter about “going to the vet with your pet dog” in a Kuwaiti classroom. Students who ask “what is a politician” and “why does that rabbit have chocolate eggs”?
	But there is another kind of cultural gap which I first encountered when I told a student that she was not allowed to enter my class 15 minutes late. “But I was helping a friend,” she explained. “That was very kind of you,” I answered, “but I did not allow students to come to class late.” “But I was helping a friend,” she answered bewildered that I did not immediately accept this excuse. “I am very sorry,” I said and closed the door.
	She came to my office later, still confused. “I was helping a friend,” she repeated. “That is wonderful, but not a reason to be admitted late to my class,” I answered. “But I HAD to help her,” the student continued to argue. We stood there in mutual incomprehension. After living in Oman for several years, I now understand that conversation better. In Omani culture, helping a friend in need trumps all other considerations.
	It was many conversations like that which prompted me in a university meeting to ask for some specific help for acculturating new teachers. The vice-chancellor agreed there was a need and suggested I address this issue. I declined, saying that as an American, I was not the right person to attempt to explain Omani culture. The answer came back that an outsider would be more aware of how culture can impact an English language class. 	
	As my PhD dissertation is a generic analysis of travel writing, I am well aware of the pitfalls of describing another culture, but with the help of several patient Omani friends, I came up with a document discussing the impact of culture on the classroom for my fellow teachers. Even before choosing the textbook or writing the syllabus, I believe the aspect of culture difference should be specifically addressed for TESOL teachers new to Arabia or new to the school where they are teaching. 
	As the newly appointed Director for the Center for Teaching and Learning at Dhofar University in Salalah, Oman, I think this is an issue that must be tackled head on because many schools and universities in Arabia employ teachers from many different countries. At a recent workshop I gave for DU teachers, the 15 participants represented nine countries.
	There has been a lot of research done on how readers “cultural background influences their complex reading responses to texts” but students use their “cultural background” to read teachers and classrooms as well (Hung 2009). To make that background as clear as possible decreases the chance of misunderstandings getting in the way of learning. 
	The importance of understanding the cultural milieu is already obvious in business paradigms. For example in International Management: Managing across Borders and Cultures (2007), the third chapter is “Understanding the Role of Culture.” Deresky writes “a critical skill for managing people and process in other countries is cultural savvy...a working knowledge of the cultural variables affecting managerial decisions” (90).
	Aisha Al Harthi (2005) discusses this issue in her important article “Distance Higher Education Experiences of Arab Gulf Students in the United States: A Cultural Perspective.” She explains some basic difference between Western and non-Western world views and how these differences can impact student learning. She writes, for example, about the importance in Arab cultures of avoiding direct confrontation and not appearing “too eager” in the classroom (9).
Thus my first point for teachers new to Arabia is that you absolutely must make your expectations clear to your students. Your students may or may not be homogeneous, but the chances are their teachers come from many different cultures which have differing cultural values about being on time, how to act respectfully, and what constitutes proper “student behavior.”
For example, some of my students have five professors, each one is from a different country with different expectations of what “teaching,” “learning” and “student’s responsibility” means. Some professors insist on students raising their hands before they speak, some do not. Some teachers allow students to come in a few minutes late; some teachers do not. Some teachers will accept late homework; some will not. Sometimes teachers think “what I do is what all good teachers do,” but this is not true. Tell your students what you expect before you even open the textbook.	
	Beyond this general point, helping new teachers get ready to teach and experienced teachers understand their students better can best be achieved through a simple framework to help explicate underlying cultural assumptions. Of course, when we talk about “culture,” we do not mean every person at every minute; we mean that, in general, this is the expected behavior. 
My purpose is not to encourage teachers to ‘molly-coddle’ students or to give in to every student’s wish, but for TESOL teachers to understand that student behavior is, in a large part, a manifestation of culture. If you understand the cultural construct, you can learn how to encourage positive student behavior and avoid unexpected and unnecessary conflict.
The framework I have found helpful for explaining a new culture is to take a small aspect of the culture, explain how it is manifested by students, then give the teacher some specific reminders and pointers. If the information is presented in a verbal format, such as a beginning of the semester workshop, the first two steps can be written down and then the presenter can lead a group discussion to help teachers brainstorm ideas.
	Below are eight examples I, with the help of Omani colleagues, have come up with for Dhofar University.  

Example 1 - Before Teaching
Aspect of Culture: In Omani culture, friendship and working together is very important.

How this is manifested in DU students: During the advising period, students will often ask that they are put in the same class as their friends or relatives; students will often sit in the same seat, next to the same person in every class.

How a teacher can react:
When you register:
	Advisors should try to get friends/ relatives in the same class if it is possible. There is no harm in helping students take classes together if there is space in the class.
	If it is not possible for friends to take every class together, advisors need to explain the situation clearly and give the students choice (i.e. “you both can not take 101 at 1pm because there is not enough space, but you can both take it at 8am”).
In the classroom:
	Teachers can not allow students to switch sections/ show up in other sections to be with friends/ relatives.
	If students talk or act out in class, teachers should separate students from their friends/ relatives.
In some cultures, the idea of taking the exact same university schedule as a friend, sibling or cousin is very unusual. For example, students might choose classes depending on the time, their major or their interests. Friendships are nurtured outside of classes. In the Middle East, however, sometimes a family will hold a cousin or a sibling back for one year so that two relatives can be at university at the same time. Sometimes relatives or friends who live near each other will want classes at the same time to make car-pooling easier. 
By making the cultural issue (the importance of close friendships/ family relations) clear before a teacher even enters the classroom, the teacher can make sense of potentially mysterious actions. 
That friends sit together in a class must seem like simplistic information, but some cultures encourage students to be competitive in college classrooms or have students sit in assigned seats by alphabetical order or some other classification. Knowing that students desire to sit next to friends gives new teachers an important class management tool for keeping students on task.
This information is also vital for new teachers who are planning first day activities. For example, group work in the first days of class will not work as well as pair work, as students will probably have one or two friends in the class. Pair work will feel comfortable and familiar, i.e. doing a dialog together, whereas group work will throw students into new relationships. This is especially important for beginning learners who may feel ‘shy’ or uncertain speaking in front of the class. Doing a dialog with their best friend is a great way to allow a nervous student make his or her first presentation in an English class.
	As I mentioned above, the issue is not to allow the student’s preferences to rule the TESOL class, but to understand and work within the student’s framework to make the class work more smoothly. The small and subtle change of including pair work during the first week will make students feel more comfortable in class, then group work can be introduced during the second and third week. 

Example Two - Cultural Understanding of Good Behavior
A - Aspect of Culture: It is expected in Omani culture that people will hold their temper, control themselves in public and not get upset over little issues.

How this is manifested in DU students: Students will be genuinely confused, bewildered if a teacher becomes angry over issues such as a student coming late, attending class without materials, or asking the same questions repeatedly.

How a teacher can react:
	Teachers need to keep their temper, repeating calmly what the rules of the class are and how the students need to behave.
	If students ask questions you have already answered, ask other students, “What did I say?”

B - Aspect of Culture: In Omani culture, it is not polite or normal to make negative comments in public. 

How this is manifested in DU students: If a teacher says “You are bad students” – students will take that to heart, making the classroom more confrontational than it has to be. 

How a teacher can react:
	Teachers should never make general statements such as “you are stupid” or “this is the worst class I have ever seen.”
	If a student or class has disruptive, teachers should comment on the behavior and explain the problem: “I don’t like it when you come late because it disrupts the class.”

In some cultures it is expected for teachers to raise their voices at students, refuse to answer questions or speak brusquely. In some cultures “negative motivation” is normal in college classrooms. This behavior is not conventional in Oman. Teachers need to be aware that this kind of behavior may result in class management problems as students will react to perceived inappropriate anger. It doesn’t matter if a teacher has the best lesson plan, if the class feels insulted or backed into a corner, learning will not happen.

Example Three - Cultural Understanding of the Concept of  “Fairness”
A - Aspect of Culture: It is expected in Omani culture that a person with a grievance has the right to say his or her problem to the person in control who will listen before making a final decision. 

How this is manifested in DU students: Students expect that you will hear their complaints. 

How a teacher can react:
	Teachers need to understand that they may need to explain the same policy many times, sometimes even to the same students.
	Teachers must write down all expectations for student behavior and review this document with students. 
	Teachers need to set and keep office hours. If a student tries to start a debate about a given policy, ask the student to come to your office. 

B - Aspect of Culture:  Omani culture believes that fairness (treating all people equally and with respect) is very important.

How this is manifested in DU students: If a teacher, for example, allows one student to come into the class late, all the students will note this and remember it. On another day, if a student comes late and the teacher does not allow him/ her in the class, the students will either remind the teacher or make a note that the teacher is not “fair.” 

How a teacher can react:
	Teachers should try to keep consistent polices for all students.
	If a teacher needs to make an exception, explain this briefly to the class (i.e. simply say “I am letting X come in late because…”).

In some cultures a teacher’s word is law. Students are expected to silently accept and agree with the teachers’ judgments; teachers do not feel that they need to explain their decisions to the class. However, in Oman, students will note and discuss any unfairness, even to the point of bringing up an incident that happened weeks or months previously. This does not mean the students control the class, but that teachers must be explicit about their actions.

Example Four - Cultural Understanding of Student Behavior 
Aspect of Culture: The Omani culture encourages people to be reserved, to not speak up or show emotions in public, especially young women.

How this is manifested in DU: Students will often feel “too shy” to speak in class, will refuse to stand up to go to the board, will not want to engage in class discussions, much less arguments. In addition, it is often impossible to know if students are confused  because 1) students will often attempt to cover their confusion and 2) students’ non-verbal signals may be difficult for non-Omanis to understand.
 
How a teacher can react:
	Address this issue directly. Teachers should tell students, “I need to know when you are confused so that I can go over the point again, but I can’t tell from your faces if you understand or not. Can you please shake your head/ raise your hand/ call out to let me know what you are thinking?”
	At the start of the semester - if there are older then average students in the class, use them to translate for a week or two. An older student can sometimes be afraid to say if s/he is confused, but if a teacher asks “I can’t tell if the students are getting this – is the class ready to move on to the next topic?” the older student can judge the other students and speak for them without losing ‘face’. As the students get used to this kind of general question, students will start to respond on their own. 
	If a teacher sees a sea of perfectly blank faces, ask direct questions to check for comprehension, i.e. “What are the three main stages of childhood?”
	Teachers need to slowly introduce activities such as writing on the board or speaking in front of the class. For example, create small groups and have each student speak in front of their group at least once before attempting presentations in front of the class.
	Teachers should be aware that, even if they have previous Middle Eastern experience, they may not be able to accurately ‘read’ a classroom for the first few months and should pay extra attention to the very discrete signals that students are giving them.

Some countries encourage college students to express their ideas in class, to challenge the teacher, to demand further explanations if they are confused and to express their opinions. However, “I can’t tell what they are thinking” is a common refrain from teachers who are new to Oman. At DU, it is unusual to have a rowdy class; students are usually quiet and refuse to leave their seats. Omani students will sometimes declare that they comprehend something that is not clear to them because they are too shy to admit confusion in public.
This cultural aspect has two important impacts on teaching decisions. First, new teachers can’t expect that students will be willing to write on the board or speak in front of the class during the first week of classes. Teachers will need to check the class temperament and slowly transition students into performing in front of others.
Second, new teachers can not depend on asking “Any questions?” “Is this clear to you?” or “Are you ready for the second point?”. At the beginning of the semester, new teachers will need to do specific comprehension checks for understanding. “I said it - they get it” does not work in Oman. 

Example Five - Cultural Understanding of Group Work 
Aspect of Culture: The Omani culture is tribe-oriented, which means that each member is obligated to help another tribe member in trouble. This is expanded to the general belief that if a person is specifically asked for support, a person is obligated to assist. At the same time, it is rude to point out if a person fails to help. Thus, people who shirk group responsibilities are not ‘called out.’ 

How this is manifested in DU: Students are happy to work in pairs and groups but if one member refuses to work, the other students will simply do that group member’s work for him/ her. This can lead to resentment and anger over grading issues.

How a teacher can react:
	For shorter assignment, teachers can have students choose their own pairs and have students start the work in class so they can check to see that everyone is working.
	For longer assignments, teachers can give students a list of what steps they will have to take to do the project and then have students report which student will do which step.
	For longer assignment, teachers can have one or two meetings with students one-on-one to check progress. If a teacher asks a group “how are you doing?” the answer will be “fine,” even if there are serious problem because it is not polite to discuss problems in public. A teacher can usually only find out that there is problem within the group if the teacher talks to each student alone.  
	At the end of the project, teachers should ask groups to create ‘task sheets’ in which students have to explain what tasks each student did. This sheet must be signed by all students.  

In some cultures, students will ‘police’ each other in group work to make sure the world is divided equally. If there a student who is not working, students will have no problem discussing the issue with the teacher. In Oman, to “tattle on” another student is shameful behavior. Omani students will usually not make it clear if a student has not done any work on a group project, or they will only make the problem clear on the day the assignment due. “Why didn’t you tell me during the last six weeks?” asks the frustrated teacher. New teachers who are used to self- regulating groups will need to build additional structure and check periodically to make sure the group work is evenly distributed.

Example Six - The Cultural Understanding of Encountering the New 
Aspect of Culture: The Omani culture is accepting of new behaviors, but slowly.

How this is manifested in DU: Students often feel confused or unhappy when presented with new teaching styles, new expectations or new assignments. This can lead to students becoming very worried, asking the same questions over and over, copying assignments or simply refusing/ being unable to work.

How a teacher can react:
	Teachers need to address this fear of the unknown directly - saying to students “this will be something new and I will explain slowly so that you can all understand.”
	Whenever possible teachers need to explicitly link new information to previously taught information. For example saying, “Do you remember when we learned X? This is the same process with one small change.”
	Teachers in lower-level classes need to give step-by-step instructions, preferably in writing. 
	Teachers need to lead students gradually. For example, if students need to do presentations. Teachers should start by asking students to stand up in front of the class and simply state one thing they like, then ask them to stand in front of the class and ask each student one very easy questions (“Did you watch TV last night?”). After this kind of preparation, teachers can start to ask students to stand in front of the class to discuss course content and give presentations.

Aisha Al Harthi (2005) discuses how cultures can be classified as having “high/ low uncertainty avoidance” (2). Omani culture tends towards “high uncertainty avoidance” which means that teachers need to introduce unfamiliar concepts and student activities slowly and with sufficient backup. 
In some cultures, students prefer unstructured assignments. Teachers might give vague parameters and students would enjoy crafting a project according to their personal inclination. Lower-level college students in Oman will not feel comfortable with this process, especially with a new teacher. New teachers will need to over-organize assignments at the beginning of the semester and be prepared to answer questions over and over. It is also helpful to openly discuss the issue and promise scaffolding to lower concerns, saying for example, “I have now answered the same question five times. I know this is a new kind of writing for you but if you just try writing the first sentence, I am sure you will understand. I will walk around and help you one-on-one.” 

Example Seven - Cultural Understanding of the Importance of Family
Aspect of Culture: In Omani culture, the family/ tribe have the absolute priority at all times. 

How this is manifested in DU: Students will sometimes come to class unprepared because of family obligations (weddings, funerals, Eid celebrations, taking family members to the hospital or visiting family members in the hospital, etc.) For example, when it rains in the mountains, students may need to go help family members with livestock. 

How a teacher can react:
	Teachers will have to have a policy about accepting late work and make that policy clear to the class. 
	It is impossible to figure out if a student was simply sleeping in or if his/ her mother was sick. Teachers should not get into ‘verification’ discussions. If a teacher is told about a family emergency, say “I am sorry; you still need to do your homework.” If it is a serious problem (death of a parent, serious illness) the student’s friends will come and tell the teacher (see above point about the importance of friends) or the university administration will inform the teacher.
	Teachers need to understand that even if a student wants to do the class work, the student is never in control of his/ her time. If for example, a relative stops by the house, the student may be obliged to stop doing the school work to entertain the relative. 
	Teachers can explain to students the importance of school work and can create policies to help students, but even the best students will occasionally say “Sorry, teacher, I missed class because my family needed me.” 
	Teachers should not get into ‘school work is more important than family’ discussions; the framework should be about ‘managing time’ or ‘making priorities.’

Teachers who come from cultures in which college students live alone and are responsible for their time can have trouble adjusting to Omani culture. Similarly, teachers from cultures in which college students live at home and are ‘protected’ (i.e. college studies are seen as more important than family obligations) are confused by the privileging of family over school work. New teachers from non-Arabian cultures need to understand that directly attempting to impose their own cultural values (studying is more important than family) will only result in misunderstandings and anger. 
Teachers should never deliberately set up family vs. class work dichotomies. New teachers need to understand that trying to figure out if a student’s parent is “really” in the hospital is a waste of  time. Similarly conversations such as “Why do you have to help your sister with her wedding? How many sisters to do you have? Why don’t the other sisters help your sister? Your project is more important!” are insulting to students. 
Dedicated students are aware of the twin pulls on their time and need help figuring out good class management strategies. Students who are less interested in studying will see teacher attempts to explain that homework is more important than family obligations as ridiculous. Teachers should not simply accept “I had to help my family” excuses without comment, but should to be realistic and set policies for late assignments, then enforce them. 

Example Eight - Cultural Understanding of Teacher Behavior
A - Aspect of Culture: The Omani culture is hierarchical in that younger people are supposed to treat older people with respect.

How this is manifested in DU:  Your students will be surprised and confused if a teacher talks to them as a ‘friend’ as is acceptable in some cultures. 

How a teacher can react:
	Students expects teachers to dress and act professionally.
	This does not mean teachers can’t joke or mention an important football match but students are uncomfortable with teachers who talk about personal issues.

B - Aspect of Culture: Omani culture is fundamentally “live and let live.” If a person behaves badly, Omanis will not usually confront or correct that person (see above point about not making negative comments in public).

How this is manifested in DU: Students/ staff may rebuff, disregard or become angry at a teacher’s suggestions that do not directly pertain to the teacher’s role. For example, a teacher who tells a student not to smoke in a non-smoking area or tells a secretary how to complete a task may be ignored. 

How a teacher can react:
	Teachers should be aware that their authority is within the classroom - outside behavior (as long as it is not dangerous) is not under their control
	If a teacher does want to make a helpful comment, they should do it in a gentle, friendly (if possible, funny) manner.

In some cultures, teachers are seen as ‘buddies’ and there is a cultural expectation that teachers work to eliminate social barriers between them and students. Omani students enjoy teachers who joke and are relaxed in the classroom, but do not understand teachers who, for example, ask personal questions or tell personal stories. I have had students complain, for example, about teachers who they have seen smoking saying, “He should not smoke where we can see. He should be a good example for us.” Teachers will need to decide for themselves where to draw the line but new teachers should be told, for example, not to try to get students to call them by their first name during the first week of class.
In other cultures, teachers are seen as general ‘police’ who are expected to watch over all aspects of student behavior inside and outside the classroom. Teacher’s correction of student actions anywhere (on or off campus) is seen as part of the job of teaching. This is not the case in Oman. New teachers should be made aware of the limits of their responsibilities and be told to whom they should report offensive or disruptive student behavior outside of the classroom.
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